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Abstract

This paper presents the main results of experimental hybrid/HIL wind tunnel

tests of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 5MW wind turbine

coupled with the DeepCwind semi-submersible floating platform. Experiments

in still water and in irregular waves without wind are compared to correspond-

ing FAST simulations in order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed HIL

methodology and to highlight the main sources of uncertainty. Tests are re-

peated under three wind conditions, corresponding to different wind turbine

operating points, to evaluate the effect of the aerodynamic force field on the

overall system response. Experimental results are compared to the output of

FAST simulations to investigate its prediction capability with respect to the

influence of unsteady aerodynamic loads on the FOWT dynamics.
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1. Introduction

Floating offshore wind turbines (FOWTs) are identified as the key technol-

ogy to install multi-megawatt wind turbines in deep waters, where the adoption

of traditional bottom-fixed solutions is impractical. Servo-aero-hydro-elastic

simulation codes were recently developed to support the design and certification5

of FOWTs and experimental data are of great importance for calibration and

validation of these tools. Even if some limitations are present, the use of scale

models allows to perform tests under closely controlled environmental condi-

tions, reducing uncertainties and requiring lower costs with respect to full-scale

experimentation. These limitations are mainly related to the impossibility of10

perfectly matching all the relevant physics at reduced scale [1], especially in the

case of coupled aerodynamic and hydrodynamic problems that usually require

different scaling strategies (i.e. Reynolds and Froude scaling respectively).

Most of the scale model experiments on FOWTs performed so far have been

following a traditional approach: the complete floating system is scaled accord-15

ing to Froude similitude and it is tested in an ocean basin with physical genera-

tion of wind and waves. An example is the first test campaign performed within

the DeepCwind consortium which aim was to compare the experimentally mea-

sured response of a tension leg platform [2, 3], a spar [4] and a semi-submersible

[5] with the output of FAST [6] simulations. A geometrically-scaled rotor was20

used and results were biased by the poor aerodynamic performance of the wind

turbine scale model. A second experimental campaign was carried out with

a performance-scaled rotor (i.e. the blade shape was modified to match the

performance of the full-scale machine) [7, 8], but also in that case it resulted

difficult to reproduce the expected aerodynamic loads at the low-Reynolds num-25

bers resulting from Froude scaling [9].

Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) and Software-In-the-Loop (SIL) testing tech-

niques were recently proposed for solving the Froude-Reynolds conflict, improv-

ing the accuracy of scale model tests, making simpler the study of global FOWT

dynamics both in ocean basin as well in wind tunnels. In case of HIL/SIL ocean30
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basin tests, the scale model wind turbine rotor is replaced by a system able to

generate equivalent aerodynamic loads. A numerical model of the wind turbine

rotor takes as input the measured platform displacements and it is integrated in

real-time to determine rotor loads that are then applied to the physical model

(force control, motion feedback) by means of tendons [10, 11], a winch system35

[12], a ducted fan [13, 14] or multifans [15]. A complementary testing tech-

nique was recently developed at Politecnico di Milano (PoliMi) [16, 17] in order

to investigate global FOWT dynamics taking advantage of the Atmospheric

Boundary Layer (ABL) test section of GVPM [18]. A wind turbine physical

scale model is used to generate proper aerodynamic/rotor loads. Forces mea-40

sured at tower-base are combined to numerically computed hydrodynamic loads

and are treated as the input of a numerical model of the floating platform and

mooring lines [19] that is integrated in real-time. The resulting platform rigid-

body displacements are imposed to the wind turbine model (motion control,

force feedback).45

The PoliMi HIL testing methodology is presented in [20], with particular

attention to the measurement of aerodynamic loads and how these are used

for real-time integration of the platform model. In that work, the stand-alone

numerical model of the floating platform was verified against the FAST v8.16

model of the DeepCwind semi-submersible for no-wind cases only, to identify50

differences in the platform response due to the approach used for the modeling

of platform hydrodynamics. The same set of tests was then repeated on a 2-

DOFs HIL setup to assess the robustness of the system to real measurements

and non-ideal actuation. In [19], the 2-DOFs platform model at the base of the

HIL numerical subsystem was extended to 6-DOFs and a code-to-code assess-55

ment versus an equivalent FAST model was performed, discussing the effects of

modeling choices imposed by computational constraints.

The DeepCwind 2-DOFs HIL system is also considered in this work. As

already mentioned, the numerical model at the base of the HIL system was

assessed against FAST v8.16 in [20]. The comparison pointed out that the de-60

viations between the two hydrodynamic models introduce negligible differences
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in the platform response. For still air conditions it is then reasonable to ascribe

any significative discrepancy between numerical simulations and HIL experi-

ments to the HIL setup itself and, in particular, to the adopted measurement

and actuation chains. In order to identify and quantify their effects on the65

reproduction of platform dynamics, no-wind verification tests were repeated,

extending the test matrix already presented in [20]: free-decay tests were per-

formed for a larger number of initial conditions and two additional sea states

were considered for wave-only load cases. Still-air experimental results were

systematically compared to the outputs of FAST simulations in equivalent en-70

vironmental conditions. Once the impact of methodological uncertainties was

assessed, tests were repeated for three constant wind speeds and the effect of

the aerodynamic loads on the FOWT global response was evaluated. The blade

pitch controller has a strong impact of the global motion of the floating plat-

form [21, 22] and its implementation is a complex challenge for floating wind75

energy. In the present test campaign it was however preferred to exclude its

action and perform tests fixing the blade pitch angle to limit the complexity of

the experiment. Simulations equivalent to HIL tests were run in order to assess

the prediction capability of FAST/AeroDyn 14 with respect to the influence of

unsteady aerodynamic loads on the floating platform surge and pitch response.80

2. HIL experimental approach

The HIL experimental approach allows to study global FOWT dynamics

through wind tunnel tests by dividing the floating system into a physical and a

numerical substructures. A general scheme of the HIL methodology developed

at PoliMi to perform wind tunnel tests is shown in Figure 1. The physical sub-85

structure is represented by the wind turbine scale model, which is designed so

as to reproduce realistic rotor-related loads and control actions. The floating

structure response, hydrodynamic loads and mooring lines dynamics are sim-

ulated by the numerical substructure. Rotor loads are measured at the model

tower base and they represent the input of the numerical model. The latter is90
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integrated in real-time to compute the wind turbine rigid-body motion that is

in turn imposed to the scale model by the HIL actuation system.

FIGURE 2. OC5 semisubmersible floating platform: conventions for
Morison’s forces.
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The forces are collected into the Fvisc of the Eq. 1 with a sim-
ple 2D rotation in the z-x plane. The particle velocities (along
x and z) accounted in Vrel , along with the platform’s velocities,
are computed in the real time model, according the linear Airy
theory of wave kinematics, whereas the FAST model that was
used for verification also implements the second-order Stokes
theory [14]. Moreover, the Wheeler wave stretching is imple-
mented along with the linear wave kinematics, to model also the
contribution above the free surface

Mooring lines forces Fmoor The non-linear stiffness due to the
the mooring system were obtained computing the quasi-static
loads using FAST [13] coupled with the MoorDyn module, by
imposing a set of displacements so as to generate two interpolat-
ing surfaces (for x and J ) with respect to the x-J variables to be
used as look-up tables during the HIL experiment Fig. 5.

First order diffraction forces F(1)
di f f The first-order wave-

excitation loads (diffraction) were obtained based on complex
frequency dependent wave exciting force vector X(wk) computed
by WAMIT (i.e. output .3) and for a unitary wave amplitude h ,
for each i-th degree of freedom, under the assumption of a lin-
ear wave surface approximation. Therefore, the linear diffraction
force was computed, as in Eq. 8, considering the random phased
wave amplitudes spectrum Ak, consistent with a JONSWAP spec-

trum for a given sea state.

F(1)
di f f ,i = ¬

⇢ N

Â
k=1

AkXi(wk)e jwkt
�

(8)

Second order diffraction forces F(2)
di f f The second-order

difference-frequency potential-flow terms are also taken into ac-
count. Similarly to F(1)

di f f , ”sum” and ”difference” frequency
normalized complex force matrices, X+(wk,wl) and X�(wk,wl),
also known as QTF, are taken from WAMIT’s output (i.e.
.12s/.12d file), as function of each combination of incoming
wave frequencies wk and wl . More specifically, full QTF loads
taken as reference account for quadratic interaction of first-
order quantities plus second-order potential derived by the di-
rect method (the formulation of the Boundary Integral Equation
- BIE involves integrating the potential itself over the surface).
However, in this work only the difference frequency contribution
(.12d), Eq. 9, is taken into consideration for its importance in
the modelling of semisubmersible floating systems, since it ex-
cites the rigid natural frequencies (surge and pitch) in the low
frequency spectrum range, as assessed in [18]. Analogously to
Eq. 8, this contribution can be written as

F(2)
di f f ,i = ¬

⇢ N

Â
k=1

N

Â
l=1

AkA⇤
l X�

i (wk,wl)e j(wk�wl)t
�

(9)

where the complex vector A⇤
l is the same as Ak but transposed

and evaluated at the l-th frequency of the JONSWAP spectrum.
Also a second-order correction to the linear sea surface el-

evation h was applied to take into account low-frequency range
non-linearities (difference) of Ai, [19].

Beside small differences between the target FAST model
and the reduced order real time model the fidelity of the latter
is evident in Fig. 3, where a comparison for an irregular oper-
ational sea state (Hs = 7.2 m and Tp = 12.1 s) and still air, is
reported showing excellent results.

Aerodynamic forces Faero Among the forces of Eq. 1 the aero-
dynamic ones are the only ones not computed by the numerical
model but measured in real time and combined with the other
forces in the 2 DoF reduced-order model of Eq. 1, within RT
Matlab/Simulink/dSPACE environment, in order to actuate surge
and pitch motion to the model, Fig. 5. Therefore, the motion
is obtained through real-time integration of the rigid-body com-
plete system dynamics. However some RT processing of the sig-
nals are necessary to correct the non-aerodynamic contribution
from balance measurements, as it is explained in the Par. 2.2.
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5.2. MODELLO DEL SISTEMA DI CONTROLLO E ATTUAZIONE 71

e di altri requisiti meccanici è necessario operare una correzione delle forze
misurate. Viene quindi descritto il modello di correzione della forza misura-
ta, le sue prestazioni e la procedura di identificazione dei parametri inerziali
del sistema reale.

Infine viene descritta la procedura utilizzata per eseguire le prove speri-
mentali, mettendo in luce gli aspetti pratici e operativi necessari a condurre
l’esperimento correttamente e in sicurezza.

5.2.1 Schema del controllo
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Figura 5.7: Schema del sistema di controllo

Il sistema, schematizzato nella figura 5.7, con la convenzione dei pedici in
riferimento alla tabella 5.3, è costituito da un controllore in real time (RTI
controller) che integra l’equazione di moto (3.24) in funzione della somma
delle forzanti Fmare, Fbil, FIN, dove la prima è la forzante complessiva dovu-
ta agli e�etti idrodinamici mentre la combinazione tra la seconda e la terza
rappresenta la forzante aerodinamica dovuta all’interazione tra vento e ro-
tore. Nel paragrafo 4.1.2 viene presentato il programma scritto in ambiente
Simulink® ed eseguito dal controllore dSpace.

Al risultato dell’integrazione xsim si applica un filtro digitale costituito
da un filtro passa-basso Butterworth del secondo ordine a 8 Hz e da un filtro
notch a 6,5 Hz, che corrisponde alla frequenza propria del modello in scala
utilizzato, come descritto nel sottoparagrafo dedicato ai filtri 5.2.2.

hydrodynamic loads

Numerically computed

Figure 1: General control scheme of the HIL setup.

The complete analytical formulation at the base of the HIL methodology

can be found in [20], however basic equations are recalled here for the sake

of clarity. The dynamic response of platform degrees of freedom (DOFs) q is

expressed by Equation 1. The measured aerodynamic loads F aero are combined

with numerically computed hydrodynamic loads, mooring line forces, inertial

and gravitational loads for real-time integration of the floating system rigid-

body equations of motion. Computed platform displacements along surge and

pitch DOFs represent the set-point signals given to the respective hydraulic

actuators that move accordingly the wind turbine scale model (see Figure 2).

[Ms +A∞] q̈ + [Rs] q̇ + [Ks] q = Fhydro + F aero (1)

Vector q = [x θ]T collects the response of surge and pitch coordinates, Fhydro

is the vector of hydrodynamic and mooring lines loads, [Ms] is the 2-by-2 struc-

tural mass matrix of the floating system obtained from linearization of the La-

grange term of kinetic energy, [A∞] is the infinite frequency added mass matrix,

obtained from 3D panel code computations (e.g. WAMIT) under the assump-

tion of potential flow, [Rs] is the linear added damping matrix and [Ks] is the
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stiffness matrix, obtained according to Equation 2

[Ks] = [Khst]− [Kgrav] (2)

where [Khst] is the hydrostatic stiffness matrix and [Kgrav] is the gravitational

stiffness matrix. Computed hydrodynamic and mooring lines loads, collected

in vector Fhydro are integrated together with aerodynamic loads F aero. The

aerodynamic loads are obtained from Equation 3, subtracting the wind turbine

model inertial and gravitational loads (correction forces F corr) from the overall

forces measured by a 6-components load cell at tower base F bal.

F aero = F bal + F corr (3)

Correction forces are computed according to Equation 4 from experimentally

measured properties (mass matrix [Mt] and gravitational stiffness matrix [Kt])

and the simulated platform state q
s
.

F corr = [Mt]q̈s + [Kt]qs (4)

The main scope of this work is to present the results of the first test cam-

paign performed with the HIL system described above. More details about the

methodological approach can be found in [20, 23].95

3. Physical and numerical models

Experimental HIL tests presented in this paper are about the DeepCwind

floating wind turbine as defined in phase II of OC4 project. The system is com-

posed of the DeepCwind platform and the NREL 5MW baseline wind turbine

[24].100

3.1. FAST model

A FAST model of the floating system was created to be used as benchmark

for no-wind HIL tests. The model reproduces, at full-scale, the 1/50 DeepCwind

floating platform scale model used at MARIN for ocean basin experiments [25],
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combined to PoliMi wind turbine model. The FAST model was calibrated within105

OC5 Phase II to match the outputs of experiments for no-wind conditions [26].

In this way it was possible to ensure that the hydrodynamic loads and rigid-

body dynamics reproduced by the FAST model were consistent with ocean basin

measurements.

3.2. HIL numerical model110

A second numerical model of the floating system was developed at PoliMi

in MathWorks Simulink to be used for real-time integration during HIL tests.

The model simulates the hydrodynamic loads due to incoming waves, mooring

lines forces and the rigid-body dynamics of the floating system. Rotor loads

and aerodynamic forces are not modeled here since, in HIL experiments, their115

reproduction is demanded to the physical wind turbine scale model. The stand-

alone version of the HIL model (i.e. numerical model with numerical inputs)

was tuned to match the output of the DeepCwind FAST model for no-wind

conditions.

3.3. HIL physical model120

As shown in Figure 2 the HIL setup is composed of two hydraulics actuators

that move a scaled wind turbine model along the surge and pitch DOFs accord-

ing to the outputs of the HIL numerical model. The wind turbine mounted on

the HIL mechanism is a 1/75 scale model of the DTU 10MW reference wind

turbine (RWT) [27], designed and realized by the authors within LIFES50+125

project [28, 29]. The DTU 10MW was designed starting from a direct upscale

of the NREL 5MW, with the rotor diameter increased of a factor
√

2 in order

to gather doubled power. This means that it is possible to consider to PoliMi

WTM a
√

2/75 ≈ 1/53 scale model of the NREL 5MW.

The PoliMi wind turbine model rotor was specifically designed to operate at130

the low-Reynolds conditions met during wind tunnel tests [30] through an ad-

hoc optimization procedure. The tower first fore-aft mode is at a frequency of

0.36 Hz (at full-scale), above the wind and wave excitation range (rigid tower).
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Figure 2: 2 DOFs HIL setup inside the wind tunnel.

Multiple instruments were mounted on the wind turbine model used for HIL ex-

periments and data about rotor position, angular speed, instantaneous torque,135

effective platform motion, accelerations at multiple tower locations were col-

lected together with tower-top and tower-base forces measured by dynamomet-

ric cells.

4. Free-decay tests

The natural frequency and damping of the platform rigid-body motion modes140

were assessed through free-decay tests. Experiments were performed by impos-

ing to a single platform DOF (either platform surge or platform pitch) a pertur-

bation with respect to the static equilibrium position and allowing the system

to move freely. Simulations corresponding to experiments were run in FAST;

experimental and numerical data were then processed with the same procedure.145

For each run, only the response of the directly excited platform DOF was an-

alyzed, disregarding the response induced by coupling on the other platform

DOF, considered to be negligible. The natural frequency fn of the selected
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platform rigid-body motion mode was detected from the FFT of the platform

DOF response whereas the linear damping coefficient h for the generic platform150

DOF was derived from the decrease of motion amplitude of the first ten positive

peaks in the analyzed decay response.

4.1. Still air

Free-decay tests in still air were performed imposing different initial con-155

ditions to the two platform DOFs and repeating the same test with a rotor-

collective blade-pitch angle of 0◦ and 90◦. The platform surge and platform

pitch free-decay response in still-air are reported in Figure 3 for an imposed

initial translation of 5.3 meters with respect to the surge static equilibrium po-

sition and a rotor-collective blade-pitch angle of 90◦. As visible, an overall good

Figure 3: Free-decay test in still air for an imposed platform surge translation of +5.3

meters. Platform surge and platform pitch response.

160
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agreement is obtained between the measured surge response and the target sim-

ulation, with the FAST output slightly more damped than the corresponding

experiment. A greater difference is seen for the platform pitch response: os-

cillations at the pitch natural frequency are more damped in HIL experiments

than in the corresponding numerical simulations. The platform surge dynamic165

properties in still-air, resulting from decay tests performed from different initial

conditions, are summarized in Table 1.

FAST HIL

IC β fn [Hz] h [%] fn [Hz] h [%]

-2.9 m 0◦ 0.009 3.532 0.009 2.763

-5.3 m 0◦ 0.009 4.092 0.009 2.967

+ 5.3 90◦ 0.009 4.024 0.009 3.306

-2.9 m 90◦ 0.009 3.527 0.009 2.663

-5.3 m 90◦ 0.009 3.994 0.009 2.930

Table 1: Dynamic properties of platform surge mode in still air.

The platform surge and platform pitch free-decay response in still-air are

analyzed in Figure 4 for an imposed initial platform pitch rotation of 8◦ with

respect to the static equilibrium position and a rotor-collective blade-pitch angle170

of 90◦. The experimental platform pitch response matches the output of the

corresponding FAST simulation quite well, especially in the first cycles. Some

differences are seen for the response of the not-directly excited DOF (platform

surge), where oscillations at the pitch natural frequency are more damped than

in the corresponding simulation. The platform pitch dynamic properties in still-175

air are compared to the output of corresponding FAST simulations in Table 2.

As shown in Table 1 and 2, the natural frequency of the surge and pitch

modes is correctly predicted by the HIL system, regardless of the selected ini-

tial condition (IC) and rotor pitch angle. More evident differences are instead180

present in the floating system damping. The damping for the platform surge
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Figure 4: Free-decay test in still air for an imposed platform pitch rotation of +8◦. Platform

surge and platform pitch response.

mode is lower in HIL tests than in the corresponding FAST simulations. The

slight lack of damping could be attributed to a different reproduction of the aero-

dynamic drag developed by rotor blades when moved in still air. The platform

pitch mode damping resulting from HIL experiments is higher than in numerical185

simulations. This is partially related to the non-negligible dynamics of hydraulic

actuators, being the platform pitch actuation less prompt. Moreover, errors in

the identification of the wind turbine scale model inertial parameters may result

in additional unphysical inertial and gravitational loads on the floating system

as discussed in [20, 23] 1. The combination of a non-compensated gravitational190

component in the pitch moment measured at tower-base and delays in the mea-

1For the sake of conciseness these errors are considered as included in measurement chains

uncertainties.
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FAST HIL

IC β fn [Hz] h [%] fn [Hz] h [%]

+8◦ 0◦ 0.031 3.089 0.032 4.472

+4◦ 0◦ 0.031 2.467 0.031 4.562

-4◦ 0◦ 0.031 2.415 0.032 4.012

-8◦ 0◦ 0.031 3.060 0.032 4.137

+8◦ 90◦ 0.031 3.100 0.031 4.376

+4◦ 90◦ 0.031 2.488 0.032 4.825

-4◦ 90◦ 0.031 2.436 0.031 3.875

-8◦ 90◦ 0.031 3.068 0.032 4.078

Table 2: Dynamic properties of platform pitch mode in still air.

surement and actuation may affect the platform pitch mode linear damping,

as discussed in §3. Differences between experimental and numerical results are

more evident for small initial conditions and this could be attributed to non-

linearities introduced by the HIL setup.195

4.2. Laminar wind

Free-decay tests were also performed for three different laminar wind condi-

tions and the corresponding wind turbine operating points. Any active control

logics was used, with rotor speed and pitch angle fixed to the values reported200

in Table 3, that were chosen to reach the target steady-state thrust force of the

NREL 5MW [24].

The platform modes were alternatively excited imposing an initial surge dis-

placement of +5.3 m and a pitch rotation of +8◦, and the effect of the aerody-

namic force field on the floating system dynamic properties was assessed from205

the decay response. Natural frequency and linear damping of the considered

platform modes were extracted from experimental time records with the same

approach as for tests in still air. Experimental results are shown in Figure 5,
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Table 3: Wind turbine operating conditions for wind-only tests.

Operating point U [m/s] ωR [rpm] β [deg]

Below 9.0 10.2 -3.5

Rated 11.4 13,5 -1.0

Above 14.0 13,5 7.2

where are also compared to the output of the corresponding tests in still air

(reported in the figure as No wind).

Surge

fn [Hz] h [-]
0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06
No wind
Below
Rated
Above

Pitch

fn [Hz] h [-]
0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.09

0.1

Figure 5: Platform modes dynamic properties for different wind conditions resulting from

HIL experiments.

210

Simulations equivalent to experimental HIL tests were performed in FAST

v8, evaluating the natural frequency and damping of the platform surge and

pitch DOF from the resulting decay motions. Results for the three wind condi-

tions of Table 3 and still air are reported in Figure 6.

The natural frequency of the surge and pitch platform modes, affected by215

the positional component of the aerodynamic force field, is almost unchanged

by presence of wind. Small differences are seen in HIL experiments for the

pitch mode frequency but these are not present in FAST simulations. The

platform modes damping is affected by the aerodynamic force field component
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Figure 6: FAST platform modes dynamic properties for different wind conditions resulting

from FAST simulations.

proportional to the platform motion rate. Significative variations are highlighted220

by HIL experiments for both the surge and pitch modes. A damping increment

is also predicted by FAST but this is less evident than in HIL experiments.

The surge damping is almost constant for increasing wind speeds whereas the

pitch mode damping has a significative increment only for the above-rated wind

condition.225

5. Irregular waves tests

Three irregular wave conditions were considered in order to examine the

floating wind turbine response to stochastic hydrodynamic loads. The opera-

tional wave already part of OC5 Phase II load cases [26] was complemented with

Fos wave, representative of moderate sea conditions [31], and DNV wave for a230

mild environment simulation [32]. Parameters of the JONSWAP spectrum for

the above mentioned wave conditions are resumed in Table 4.

5.1. Methodology

For any HIL tests a wave elevation time series was generated from the JON-

SWAP spectrum for the assigned significant wave height Hs and peak period Tp235
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Table 4: Wave conditions for HIL experiments and FAST simulations.

Wave condition Hs [m] Tp [s]

Operational 7.10 12.10

Fos 4.00 8.00

DNV 1.86 7.20

and additional energy was introduced in the difference-frequency band to model

second order wave kinematics. Memory constraints of the real-time controller

that run the HIL model imposed to compute wave loads from wave elevation

time series shorter than the test duration. This required to assume wave eleva-

tion data periodic for times longer than wave time history.240

Referring to Figure 7, in a typical HIL test, wave elevation data are avail-

able from time t3 when acquisition starts. Before t3, wind and wave loads are

separately applied to the floating system and, in between, a wait-time interval is

used to let the system reach steady-state conditions. In particular, at t0, wind

and rotor rotation are applied to the wind turbine and forces measured at tower245

base start to be integrated by the HIL model. At t1, when the aerodynamics

is assumed to be at regime, wave excitation forces are applied to the platform

and, at t2, when the numerical model is again at regime, HIL actuators are en-

abled and the wind turbine model is moved according to platform displacements

calculated in real-time. Acquisition starts when the system is at regime again.250

In order to compare experimental and numerical results it was necessary

to reproduce wave loads in FAST, consistently with HIL tests. The FAST

HydroDyn module allows to use externally generated wave elevation time series

from which wave kinematics are derived [33]. Time series must have a length

at least equal to the total simulation time. The imported wave elevation time255

series are assumed to be of first order and long crested. When second order

terms are required, these are calculated from the provided wave elevation data,

adding extra-energy at the difference frequencies (frequency range from 0 to
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0.05 Hz) according to the extended Stokes theory. Wave elevation time histories

acquired in HIL tests, before being imported in FAST, were low-pass filtered,260

zeroing harmonic components in the difference-frequency range (between 0 and

0.05 Hz) to have first order only wave elevation data.

In FAST, aerodynamic forces and wave loads are simultaneously applied to

the floating wind turbine and all the model outputs are available from the be-

ginning of the simulation (see Figure 5). The first part of output time histories,265

corresponding to a pre-simulation time t3 − t2, is discarded and analyses are

performed on effective time series of length tend − t3. Periodicity in the wave

tendt3t2t1t0

Wave

Wind + rotor

xsim

xp

Acq.

HIL

FAST

Figure 7: Timing chart for HIL tests and FAST simulations.

elevation time series from HIL tests was identified from autocorrelation analysis.

The fundamental wave time history (that was repeated during HIL tests) was

extracted and replicated for the number of periods required to cover the pre-270

simulation time t3− t2 and for one period after tend, to ensure a wave elevation

time history longer than the total simulation time.
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Table 5: Timing chart for HIL tests and FAST simulations.

Time HIL FAST

t0 Wind and rotor rotation -

t1 Wave loads -

t2 Platform motion Simulation start

t3 Acquisition start -

tend Acquisition end Simulation end

The PSD of second-order waves from HIL tests and FAST simulations are

compared in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Wave conditions for HIL experiments and FAST simulations.

5.2. Wave-only tests275

Wave-only tests were performed to assess the capability of the HIL system
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to reproduce the dynamic response of the floating system due to stochastic hy-

drodynamic loads. The three wave conditions of Table 4 were considered to

excite the floating system in the frequency range of interest with variable am-

plitude wave loads. Low-frequency second-order wave kinematics were included280

as well as second-order platform forces. FAST simulations were run reproduc-

ing wave loads resulting from HIL tests according to the procedure described in

§6. The hydraulic actuators used in the experimental setup are featured by a

maximum allowed excursion of 250 mm (corresponding to 13.25 m at full-scale)

which limits the reproduction of the platform surge when the floater is to a285

static displacement. For this reason, only the dynamic component was repro-

duced, discarding the surge static displacement. Similarly, the mean value was

subtracted from FAST time series of the surge DOF response.

Time histories of the experimentally measured surge and pitch response are

compared to those resulting from the corresponding FAST simulations in Figure290

9. Matching between experimental data and numerical computations is very

good even if some differences are present. The platform DOFs response to DNV

and Fos waves is dominated by harmonic components at frequencies close to the

surge mode, whereas in Operational conditions the contribution of the pitch

mode is the most significative. The largest response amplitude is recorded, for295

both the considered DOFs, in Operational conditions, being the wave peak closer

to platform rigid-body modes (see Figure 8). The minimum motion amplitude is

instead reached for the DNV sea state, that is characterized by low-amplitude

waves in the frequency range of platform modes. The amplitude of the low-

frequency response recorded in HIL tests is larger than the numerical prediction.300

This could be related to the lack of damping, already described analyzing decay

tests (see Figure 3 and Table 1). A delay is present in any case between the

pitch response recorded in HIL tests and the output of FAST simulations. Being

wave loads the same for experiments and simulations, the response delay can

be related only to the HIL system measurement and actuation chain.305

The probability density functions (PDF) estimated from time series of the

platform DOFs response are shown in Figure 10. PDFs are useful to under-
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DNV Fos Operational

Figure 9: Sample of platform response time histories from HIL tests and FAST simulations

for different wave conditions.

stand the distribution of instantaneous values in the platform DOFs response

to irregular waves, as well as to evaluate the prediction capability of the HIL

system with respect to peak displacements. As visible in Figure 10, a good310

correspondence is obtained between numerical and experimental PDFs for any

wave condition. The PDFs for the platform pitch DOF resulting from the ex-

periments are in good agreement with those obtained from FAST simulations

for any of the wave conditions considered here. A good matching is achieved

also in the tails of the PDF meaning that the probability of having large dis-315

placements in HIL experiments and FAST simulations is very close. A lower

correspondence is obtained between the experimental and numerical PDFs for
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the platform surge DOF. In this case, the PDF is narrower with larger tails in

HIL tests than in the corresponding simulations and this is particularly evident

for Fos waves. This behavior can be mainly ascribed to the damping of the320

platform surge mode that is lower in HIL tests than in FAST simulations (see

Table 1).

Figure 10: Estimated probability density function (PDF) of platform surge and pitch

response from HIL tests and FAST simulations for different wave conditions.

The PSD of the time series presented in Figure 9 are shown in Figure 11 in

a frequency range up to 0.3 Hz. The experimental response matches numerical

computations for most of the investigated frequencies. The most significative325

discrepancies are found in the low-frequency range, in correspondence to the

platform natural frequencies, where the HIL response is higher than the target.

It is worth noticing the pitch response at the pitch mode frequency shows a

lower damping in HIL tests than in FAST simulations, contrarily to what was

seen in free-decay experiments. This inverse behavior is caused by the additional330

damping introduced by the non perfect force correction that is different when
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the system undergoes a force or free motion.
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Figure 11: PSD of platform response from HIL tests and FAST simulations for different

wave conditions.

Being wave loads the same for the experiment and numerical model, the

mismatch between the HIL response and FAST predictions could be also related

to additional forcing terms not modeled in FAST, as reported in §3. In Figure 12335

the 1st order and 2nd order diffraction forces associated with a wave spectrum

of significant wave height Hs of 1.86 m and peak period Tp of 7.2 s (DNV waves)

are compared to the HIL residual forces. These are responsible of an additional

excitation source, whose effect is more evident in correspondence of the platform
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natural frequencies, where energy introduced by waves is lower.
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Figure 12: Wave diffraction loads and HIL residual forces for a significant wave height Hs of

1.86 m and peak period Tp of 7.2 s.

340

Some differences are also shown by the pitch DOF in the linear-wave ex-

citation range (above 0.07 Hz) where the experimental response is lower than

target FAST simulations. Figure 13 shows the platform response to DNV waves.

The effective surge and pitch motion measured by linear velocity displacement

transducers (LVDTs) during HIL experiments is compared to the output of the345

HIL real-time model (HIL set-point) and the platform response computed with

FAST for equivalent environmental conditions. From the PSD, it can be noticed

how the set-point given to the HIL pitch actuator matches FAST calculations

better than the effective pitch displacement measured by LVDT. The different

response in the wave-excitation range could be then related to the actuation sys-350

tem dynamics, that introduces a non-negligible deamplifaction and phase loss

in the platform position set-point calculated from integration of the platform
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Figure 13: PSD of platform DOFs response for 2nd order wave excitation (significant wave

height Hs of 1.86 m and peak period Tp of 7.2 s).

model. It is worth recalling that the observed discrepancies are ascribable to

the actuation and measurement chains of the setup , since negligible differences

are shown by the comparison between the pure numerical model (i.e. the one355

adopted for real-time calculations) and FAST model (see §1 and [20]).

5.3. Wind and waves tests

The effect of wind turbine loads on the platform response is investigated

for operational waves and the three wind conditions of Table 3. As already

mentioned, the rotor speed and the rotor-collective blade-pitch angle were fixed360

to the values of Table 3 2 .

2The mean percent standard deviation of rotor speed was 0.40% for DNV waves, 0.43%

for Fos waves and 0.65% for Operational waves tests.
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Operational waves were chosen among the sea states of Table 4 for the signi-

ficative excitation of the platform modes that makes possible to study the effect

of the aerodynamic force field on the FOWT motion. The PSD of the surge and

pitch DOFs response measured in HIL tests for operational waves and different365

wind conditions is shown in Figure 14 whereas the output of the corresponding

FAST simulations is reported in Figure 15.
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Figure 14: PSD of platform response for operational waves (significant wave height Hs of 7.1

m, peak period Tp of 12.1 s) and different wind conditions resulting from HIL tests.
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Figure 15: PSD of platform response for operational waves (significant wave height Hs of 7.1

m, peak period Tp of 12.1 s) and different wind conditions resulting from FAST simulations.

The platform motion is analyzed making a distinction between wave-frequency

range (0.05 - 0.15 Hz), where the response is governed by linear wave loads, and

low-frequency range (0 - 0.05 Hz), where difference-frequency second order wave370

forces are predominant. In the wave-frequency range, the FOWT response is

almost unaffected by the presence of wind and there are no significant differ-

ences between the three considered wind turbine operating conditions. A more

marked influence of aerodynamic loads on the FOWT response is instead visi-

ble in the low-frequency range, in particular in correspondence of the platform375
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pitch mode. The pitch frequency is almost constant for any operating condi-

tions, whereas the response amplitude is greatly decreased by the presence of

wind. This effect is in agreement with the output of free-decay tests that shows

a large increment of the pitch mode linear damping for increasing wind speeds.

The irregular wave tests confirm that the aerodynamic loads do not affect the380

platform natural frequencies, but lead to an increase of the associated damping.

Similar findings are reported also in [34], where the DeepCwind motion in surge,

pitch and heave to irregular waves (including the effect of second-order loads)

was studied for a steady wind of 13 m/s. The same behavior is observed both

in HIL experiments and FAST simulation results that show similar predicted385

response amplitude in presence of wind. However, a larger damping increment

is seen in HIL tests than in FAST simulations when passing from a no wind

condition to an operating wind turbine.

The cross spectrum density (CSD) of the aerodynamic surge force with the

surge motion and the CSD of the aerodynamic pitch moment and pitch motion390

are computed from HIL data to understand how aerodynamic loads correlates

to the platform response in the frequency bands of interest.
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Figure 16: CSD of platform response for operational waves (significant wave height Hs of 7.1

m, peak period Tp of 12.1 s) and different wind conditions resulting from HIL tests.

The CSD relative to the surge DOF is shown in the first row of Figure 16.

A narrow peak is found at the surge natural frequency, where the system is

excited in resonance, while a broad-band peak is seen in correspondence of the395

linear-wave excitation range, where the floating platform experiences the largest

loads. A similar trend is visible in the CSD of pitch, which is shown in the second

row of Figure 16. The interaction with wind is the strongest when the motion

of the system is large and significantly affects the effective rotor speed. The
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effect of aerodynamic loads is however evident only in correspondence of the400

floating system natural frequencies, where the response amplitude is strongly

modified by the aerodynamic damping, and negligible in the wave-frequency

range, where hydrodynamic loads are prevailing. The CSD relative to both the

platform DOFs is sensitive to the operating condition only in low-frequency

range. The different correlation between loads and platform motion is at the405

base of the different aerodynamic damping experienced by the system.

6. Conclusions

Hybrid/HIL tests of a semi-submersible floating wind turbine were carried

out at the PoliMi wind tunnel. No-wind tests were performed to extensively

compare the FOWT behavior as reproduced by the HIL system to the one410

predicted by equivalent FAST simulations. The main differences are found in

the damping of the platform modes, and are introduced by the actuation system

and the measurement chain.

Then, the same tests were carried out in still air and under different wind

conditions to discuss how the forces developed by the wind turbine rotor affect415

the floating system global response. It is found that the platform surge and

pitch response to irregular waves is different when the turbine is operating or

not and the response changes when different operating points are considered.

The most significant differences are observable in the low-frequency range, in

correspondence of platform modes, on account of the damping introduced by the420

aerodynamic loads. The difference in the platform response can be attributed to

the loads developed by the wind turbine and this is demonstrated by the CSDs

of §5.3. A variable correlation between loads and platform motion is seen at the

platform resonant frequencies for different wind turbine operating conditions

and this translates into a variable damping. FAST analyses were carried out425

to assess the numerical simulation tool capability of predicting the influence of

aerodynamic loads on the floating platform response. The same trends seen in

experimental tests are captured by FAST, with more marked differences in the

reproduction of the aerodynamic damping introduced by wind turbine loads on
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the platform pitch mode.430

Wind tunnel tests of the current campaign were carried out at constant rotor

speed and rotor-collective blade-pitch angle, excluding the wind turbine control

system in order to avoid further uncertainties related to the controller settings.

However, recent tests including the action of the wind turbine controller are

being carried out to directly investigate how traditional pitch-to-feather control435

strategies affects the FOWT response [35, 36].
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